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Organized in 1995, the Task Force is a partnership of 42 
national service organizations and federal agencies created to 
protect cultural heritage from natural disasters and other protect cultural heritage from natural disasters and other 
emergencies.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
co-sponsors the Task Force, and Heritage Preservation serves 
as its secretariat.















Reviewed 5 initiativesReviewed 5 initiatives
Alliance for Response
COSTEPCOSTEP
DDAT
IPERIPER
RERN

The Crest Project



Interview questionsInterview questions
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the 
program?program?
What has been the investment of time and resources 
to accomplish the desired outcomes?to accomplish the desired outcomes?
How was the program tested for 
effectiveness/success?
Name 3 key takeaways.



Goals and objectives of the forumGoals and objectives of the forum
Forge strong partnerships between the cultural and 
emergency management communitiesemergency management communities
Identify/define the roles and responsibilities of state 
and territorial libraries, archives, museums, historic and territorial libraries, archives, museums, historic 
preservation offices, and emergency management 
agencies in protecting our cultural heritage in the face 
of major disasters



Goals and objectives of the forumGoals and objectives of the forum
Generate a clear picture of how state agencies can 
successfully communicate  coordinate  and collaborate successfully communicate, coordinate, and collaborate 
in advance of and following major disasters to 
provide timely and effective assistance to their p y
constituents

Greater understanding of cross-sector communications 
expectations during a response: who is responsible, 
what information should be exchanged, and how often











Characteristics of effective networksCharacteristics of effective networks
What are the essential components of an effective 
network?network?
What roles and responsibilities are required for an 
effective cultural heritage emergency network? effective cultural heritage emergency network? 
How does your sector vantage point determine or 
influence the following: g

Needs and requirements
Your ability to participate
The role that you might play in an emergency network



Communications: Gaps, Gives, GetsCommunications: Gaps, Gives, Gets
What communications deficiencies do you believe 
occur following a major disaster in your state?occur following a major disaster in your state?

What are the implications of those gaps?

What can your sector give to the lead-up period What can your sector give to the lead up period 
before an event and in response to it?

What would you give, and to whom?

What does your sector need in order to be of 
assistance? 

From whom would you get those assets and that 
information?



Resources: Gaps, Gives, GetsResources: Gaps, Gives, Gets
What resource deficiencies do you believe occur 
following a major disaster in your state? g j y

What are the implications of those gaps?
What resources can your sector give to contribute 
to the overall response? 

What would you give, and to whom?
Wh t  d   i ti /  d What resources does your organization/agency need 
to get from others that would help you better 
prepare and respond as well as support your capacity p p p pp y p y
to contribute to the overall effort? 

From whom would you get those assets and that 
i f ti ?information?
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ChallengesChallenges
How can the cultural heritage sectors effectively 
connect with the emergency management sector?connect with the emergency management sector?
How can state agencies connect with each other 
when the state does not foster inter-agency when the state does not foster inter agency 
collaboration?
How do you incorporate the protection of cultural y p p
resources into state emergency management plans?



SustainabilitySustainability
How do we ensure that the framework that emerges 
from this process is sustainable? from this process is sustainable? 
What factors influence long-term sustainability?  

How do you institutionalize the protection of cultural How do you institutionalize the protection of cultural 
resources at key state agencies so a network remains 
even though personnel might change?

How can you commit to participate moving forward?



Next Steps for Our StateNext Steps for Our State
What will your sector commit to doing in the next 
6 months to foster communication  coordination  and 6 months to foster communication, coordination, and 
collaboration among your state agencies?
What will you, working as a state team, commit to What will you, working as a state team, commit to 
doing in the next 6 months?
Create a “To-do” list with action items

What can/will we do next?
Define the path
Identify obstacles
Identify champions



Make the CaseMake the Case
Who will you make the case to?
How will you make the case for participation in a How will you make the case for participation in a 
statewide cultural heritage emergency network?  
What do you need to help you make the case for What do you need to help you make the case for 
participation? 
Identify the top 5 obstacles to making the case  Identify the top 5 obstacles to making the case. 

How would you address each of these obstacles?



Heritage Emergency Partnership
Forum StatesForum States

PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS PORTLAND
FEMA Regions I ‐ IV FEMA Regions V ‐ VII FEMA Regions VIII ‐ X

Maine Illinois Colorado
New Jersey Indiana North Dakotay
New York Kansas California
Puerto Rico Louisiana Alaska
D l Mi i H iiDelaware Missouri Hawaii

Pennsylvania New Mexico Oregon
Alabama  Texas Washingtong

North Carolina Wisconsin



www.thehep.wordpress.comp p



Contact IMLSContact IMLS

Robert Horton
rhorton@imls.gov

Mary Alice Ball
b ll@i lmball@imls.gov



Training is as much about leadership 
and team-building as learning the "how 
to" of response.to  of response.



Resilience is the capacity of the 
affected community to self-organize, 
learn from, and vigorously recover learn from, and vigorously recover 
from adverse situations stronger than 
it  b fit was before.
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